
 

                                  

Dear Parents, 

The children sang beautifully in their dress rehearsal this week and are excited to 

perform to you on Monday and Tuesday. They will be humming the tunes in their sleep! 

This week was the last spellings test this term and they will resume them again (along 

with times tables tests) the first full week back to school in January. I will include term 

3 spellings at the end of this letter, but please remember that these are subject to 

change depending on the children’s writing; it’s always best to check the newsletter each 

week to make sure. I would also like the children to pick an area of our Anglo-Saxon 

topic for terms 3 and 4 that interests them (we have discussed a few in class 

already) to complete some research on. They can submit this in any format they 

wish and have until Wednesday 11th January to do so.  

In English this week, the children were writing a playscript from their alternative 

‘Narnia’ stories. They were the main character and the conversation had to be with the 

first character they met on exiting the wardrobe. The children understood the 

difference between speech and stage directions. Later in the week, they tasted Turkish 

Delight and were then able to write an advert persuading others of its delicious taste!  

Maths this week focused on the children securing written methods for multiplication 

and division. They found multiplication easier to master than division and we will be 

continuing to develop all of our written methods in term 4.  

Woodland Learning was great fun (pictures at the bottom) and the children were able 

to toast marshmallows around the fire. It was difficult to keep it alight as the leaves 

and twigs were damp, but we managed for long enough to toast.  

Mrs Ward and Mrs Phillips 
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